We create visually rich experiences by combining technology and creative imagination.
THREE10! 
WHO WE ARE.

256 YEARS OF DIGITAL MARKETING EXPERIENCE

BEYOND THE NORM

INTERACTION

SUPER VISUALIZATION

2011 Established

PURE SYNERGY – NO BOUNDARIES

From the first nano-second of foundation until today, three10 is purely committed to the seamless interaction of technology, design & IT. We create unique visual experiences, to set a new benchmark in the market.

Flexibility, technical knowledge and a wide range of individual solutions are the foundation of this vision.

It is in our DNA to combine technology and creative imagination for seamless technical communication. Our team consists of developers, designers, engineers, project managers and visionaries – all devoted to technology and the all-embracing passion to build amazing things.

For years we have been developing interactive experiences. We let robots dance, stage huge amazing keynotes or create immersive events – for your high-impact storytelling.

What can we do for you?
OUR UNIVERSE! STUNNING VISUAL EXPERIENCES.

Host an outstanding event.
We mix true reality with virtual reality and provide immersive visual experiences to larger audiences.

Make small screen experiences more tangible.
We provide advanced concept design and create a stunning presence for the web and apps.

Make your presentation one of a kind.
Enrich your content with visual highlights and interact with the audience.

Use our next generation technology to update your media installation!
The solution for showrooms, experience centers, retail stores and meeting rooms.

Rock solid, flexible, scalable & super resolution.
Our core technology threePort is the base for premium experiences with less hardware and more impression.

We are in this together.
To turn around your individual light-house project we will support you with our knowhow, skills and experience.
CONVINCE! BE THE STAR YOU ARE.

KEYNOTES & VISUALLY RICH PRESENTATIONS

Make your presentation one of a kind and enrich your content with visual highlights. Our threePort technology and services gives you the creative freedom to present your ideas.

Key Features:
- Presentation on any number and size of screens
- Interaction with the audience
- Highest flexibility with our threePort technology
- Support of various authoring & displaying software and game engines e.g. Ventuz, Unity3D
- Display sizes up to 50 million pixels
- High standard of visual quality

Our threePort technology and creative services combined with latest off-the-shelf software let your content shine.
STAND OUT! SET A NEW PERSPECTIVE.

TRADE SHOWS & EVENT EXPERIENCES

Make your trade shows and events an outstanding experience and interact with the audience. With threePort technology and our services you will create an unforgettable moment.

Key Features:

- Immersive visual experiences for large audiences
- Augmented and virtual reality (AR & VR)
- Robotic technology for state-of-the-art installations
- Scale up to 24 x full HD resolution per system
- Supports single display walls, distributed or moving displays
- Projection mapping by using any everyday object

Three10 will work with you and your agency to translate your ideas into a whole new event experience.
CONVERT! FROM SPACES TO SOCIAL PLACES.

AUDIO VISUAL MEDIA SOLUTIONS

Great products deserve great presentation. The solution for showrooms, experience centers, retail stores and meeting rooms. We will support you to use your social touch points to convince and collaborate.

Key Features:

- Creative media concepts for interactive product presentation
- Flexible, impressive media installations with threePort technology
- No limit to number of screens and their parameters
- Synchronization of any content formats on a wide range of devices
- Start-up or update of existing media installations
- Wide range of hardware experience supported by our strong partner network

three10 will create the most flexible and impressive media installation so you can connect your brand with customers and shareholders.
SMALL SCREEN. BIG IMPRESSION!

WEB & APPS

We live in a digital world; mobile devices have revolutionized consumer habits. It's time to pay them more visual attention. Three10 will guide you through the fast moving online world by providing high visual impact.

Key Features:

• Advanced concepts for online presence and apps
• Tangible small screen experiences
• Connected systems to experience content and share
• Integration of content technologies (real-time rendering, 360° videos, VR cardboards, live feeds) with the power of web services, IoT connectivity or Beacon setups
• Stable connected systems for maximum control

three10 designs real online user experiences to connect customer, product and brand.
CUSTOMER SPECIFIC SOLUTIONS

Outstanding visual presentation is everything. Simplicity is the key. To make sure that your ideas will turn into life we will support you with our know-how, skills and experience; always adapted to your individual needs and expectations.

Conception
Every successful project needs a solid base. By providing a detailed conceptual design phase as well as consulting, we guarantee for a perfect project kick-start.

Game engines
Our longtime experience with game engines makes us the specialist to successfully implement projects and handling the flexibility and performance of an entire 3D environment.

Robotic technology
Our in-house developed robotic engine allows us to control robots with an incredible flexibility. We embed robots in your show or interactive installation – we let robots dance.

VR/AR
Virtual & Augmented Reality are the most fast-evolving technologies. They offer a myriad of possibilities. We have the talent and the speed to create an immersive, virtual reality experience for your show.
THREEPORT! THE NEW WAY TO PRESENT.

MULTI-FUNCTIONAL CORE MEETS UNLIMITED POSSIBILITIES

threePort is a software product to deliver super-high-resolution content, managed on connected or distributed screens. It enables us to build standardized visualization installations as well as highly-customized systems based on your expectations and needs.

With threePort we have developed a highly flexible and scalable technology to visualize, present and connect any content. It works for state-of-the-art events, retail show rooms, meeting and board rooms alike.

Flexibly display any content, various image formats, play multiple videos, display PDFs or connect any other device to the system, view advanced real-time 3D content deliver on screens or in virtual reality and arrange all of this with the highest quality and flexibility – needing far less hardware than one used to.

threePort is a modularized product and can be scaled to fit the concrete use cases, tailored to your needs from digital signage to out-of-home media to high-end presentations.

threePort is the product to empower your creative freedom to turn your vision into reality.
THREEPORT – KEY TO A WORLD OF CREATIVE VISUALIZATION.

KEY FACTS

- **Numer of screens per system**: Up to 24 Screens
- **Screen resolution**: 24 x 1,920x1,080 e.g. 1,5360x3,240 resolution
- **Supported formats**: PDF, JPG, PNG, TIFF, MP4, MOV, AVI, 3D-formats, live-devices, etc.
- **Combined screens**: Display walls can be combined to various connected shapes, e.g. –
  - 1x3
  - 3x3
  - 1x4
  - 6x3

- **Flexible screen setups**: threePort can control single displays, clusters of displays or display walls in any multi-screen environment. Strong software features of threePort reduce the hardware requirements substantially.
- **Display**: Support of nearly any display device: projectors, display walls, mobile devices
- **Multi-system**: Connection of multiple systems to archive nearly unlimited setups.
- **Moving gadgets**: Robots from KUKA, Universal Robots and others can be controlled via threePort to move displays around. Input devices such as Kinect or nod rings can be included to control content and actions.
THREEPORT PLATFORM FEATURES.

INPUTS
- APPS
- REMOTE
- DIRECT INPUT
- SEQUENCER
- LIVE CONTROL

OUTPUTS
- VIDEO
- 3D ENGINE
- RESOURCES
- NEXT GEN PRESENTER
- AUDIO
- RESOLUTION
- CUSTOM CORPORATE IDENTITY PRESENTER
- CUSTOMIZE
- CONTROL

ADVANCED FEATURES
- AIR PLAY
- CHROMECAST
- 3D MODELS (FBX, OBJ, DAE, DXF)
- GAME ENGINE POWERED
- PDF
- MACOS WINDOWS
- IOS
- Android
- BARCO CLICKSHARE
- DEVICE CAPTURING
- UP TO 64MP PICTURES
- INTEGRATED BROWSER
- 4K+ VIDEO
- HIGH-END SHADING
- GAME ENGINE POWERED
- SKYPE FOR BUSINESS
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GET IN TOUCH WITH US.

@ three10 Munich
Trivastraße 23
80637 Munich
Germany

Andreas Michl
Managing Director
andreas.michl@three10.de
+49.89.416.157.890
+49.171.753.59.06

three10 Munich
Trivastraße 23
80637 Munich
Germany

Michael Müller
Managing Director
michael.mueller@three10.de
+49.89.416.157.896
+49.160.263.35.54

@ three10 Vienna
Alsterbachstrasse 5
1090 Vienna
Austria

three10 Vienna
Alsterbachstrasse 5
1090 Vienna
Austria

three10 GmbH
Munich | Vienna

www.three10.de
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